Articles and Book Chapters, Published Reports and Monographs, Op-Ed Pieces, Congressional Testimony, and Speeches, Papers and Panel Presentations

Articles and chapters in journals, books and published reports


“Sustainable Relief and Reconstruction: Transforming Disasters into Opportunities for Sustainable Development.” Habitat Debate. (UN Habitat, Nairobi Kenya.) December 2006.


Published reports and monographs (author or co-author)


Published reports and monographs (contributor)

*The Responsibility to Protect: Research, Bibliography, Background.* International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, Ottawa, 2001. (Companion volume to the *Responsibility to Protect* report of the Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty.) Contributor, with a special focus on chapter on “Conduct and Capacity” for peace operations.


Squatter Crisis (background to the low-income housing shortage in the Cape Peninsula in South Africa). Occasional Paper No. 3, Center for Intergroup Studies, Cape Town, South Africa, 1981. Author of sections on homeland conditions and economic policies, and contributor to several other sections.

Op-Ed contributions to newspapers and other publications


“We’re generous today, but will we keep it up?” (article on importance of long-term response to Asian Tsunami). Washington Post Outlook. January 2, 2005.


**Testimony before committees and commissions of Congress**


**Speeches, Papers Delivered, and Panel Presentations**


